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Emotions drive our behavior. Emotions put us in motion!
Changing our behavior would be easy if thinking and logic steered us.  We'd
decide what we want (healthy food) and what we  don't want ( junk food). Yet
our emotions are primarily steering us, not our thinking. Animals have  instincts
to direct them to care for themselves ( to find food, shelter, and mates). Humans
have a similar system: emotions.  We feel anger, disgust, happiness, sadness,
fear, and surprise to move us to care for ourselves. Fear makes us freeze when
we hear a bump in the night, and happiness moves us to food.

The problem is that the same fear that freezes us in the night to avoid the
burglar can freeze us from going to the gym to avoid muscle pain. The same
happiness that moves us to healthy food can move us to junk food. Emotions
likely worked for cavemen, and need some add-on technology today. Here is
the short version of what we can add so that emotion doesn't run us:

1) Awareness:  in-the-moment awareness  when emotion is moving us.  This
requires a specific kind of focus that is discovered and strengthened in
meditative practices.   Before you have it, it's like trying  to li� a weight with a
muscle you don't have.  Read books, watch videos, and take classes.
Educate yourself and practice.  (As little as 10 minutes a day is effective!)

2) Time: adding time to the quick action of emotions, buys us time to envision,
feel, and think what behavior we do want. Simply add seconds between
feeling and acting. Time is a tool.

3) Emotion: the emotion you will feel when you do the behavior you want.
Feeling  the emotion we want before we  do the behavior, pulls us toward the
behavior. Also add light-hearted curiosity & compassion. Changing behavior
takes time, so think that it's interesting and fun to stay with like a sport.



1.  FEEL the energy of emotion.

Awareness is the first step.  Notice emotion as an energy moving
in you, including anger, fear, excitement, repulsion, urge and
craving.  Notice how you are being pushed and pulled  just as
someone could push and pull you physically.

2.  THINK that it's emotion.

Add thoughts into your awareness. Say to yourself, "Here is my
powerful emotion.   Here is my urge  to yell, eat, smoke, shop,
cheat on my partner, lay on the couch..."

3.   PAUSE to interrupt emotion's momentum.

Emotions work quickly so grab the tool of time.  Imagine you're a
character in a sci-fi movie and you freeze as life goes on around
you.  Full stop.  Close your eyes briefly. Take a breath.  Tick...tick..
make seconds go by.

4. ENVISION, THINK, and FEEL the new behavior in this gap you just made.
Example:  The harmful behavior is smoking.
Envision: I take a short walk, snack or chat  on my break.
Feel: I feel free, energetic and proud of being in charge of myself.
Think: I love life!  I chose to  live and feel good for years to come.
*  Emotion is powerful so use its power to draw you to the

behavior you want by feeling the feeling now.

5.  PRACTICE  these steps every day with curiosity &  compassion.

When emotion drives you to the behavior you don't want,
feel compassion for yourself then forgive yourself. Then get
curious instead of discouraged: "Yup! Emotion steered me
again.  The power of  emotion is so interesting! Still, I'm
powerful too and this is a cool challenge every day."


